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Go Supermodel is a guide for boys and girls who aspire to be models. Attitude, skills, and mindset

are all essential when trying to understand the world of glamor and fashion. This instructional eBook

is written to provide useful information, help friends and family understand the world of fashion, and

introduce the reader to glamor, as well. It looks behind the scenes at what is happening in the

industry, and what will happen when you begin your career as a Supermodel.Go Supermodel will

help male and female models understand the world of fashion photography, castings, and modeling

agencies. You will learn how to break into the fashion world, as well as how to be, and stay, a

Supermodel. Over the years, I have learned the skills and mindset necessary to succeed. Through

my personal experiences, which I'm happy to share, I hope to start your career on the road to

success. These are the guidelines I would give my own daughter, if she were to decide to model.

They will allow you to experience a safe, happy, and healthy lifestyle as you pursue your dream of

becoming a Supermodel.This is a Second Updated Edition, featuring additional insights and

suggestions.
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I purchased this book, not with the intentions of becoming a supermodel, as Iâ€™m not exactly the

body type needed for professional modeling. That being said, Iâ€™m a woman and Iâ€™m always

looking for tips and tricks on being successful. Letâ€™s face it, professional models can be some of

the most successful women out there, when you look at it realistically. The amount of pressure to

look a certain way is overwhelming and models seem to handle it well, so I was hoping to get some

insight into that part of the life. The author is a model and the first two chapters are her background

story, and the 3rd chapter starts her 30 secrets. These are good secrets, even if they arenâ€™t

really secrets. ï•Š Sometimes itâ€™s good to have things just spelled out to get it into your head. The

other chapters she elaborates on a few more secrets and gives some background information. This

is a quick read and a good starting point about the modelling career path. The pictures and quotes

she included throughout the book are a great addition to this little book.I received go supermodel:

how to be a supermodel by Cynthia Anthonio at a discount in exchange for my honest review. All

opinions are 100% my own.

This is a very interesting book. I will be honest and so that I was more intrigued about the title and

was not as interested in becoming a supermodel because I don't think my body type would be

considered model material. I did however read it through because the author made a very intriguing

book and I was interested to learn about modeling. Cynthia Anthonio writes this book from her

perspective. The first chapter is just an overview of what to expect from the book. I think it is

interesting that she notes that this book will serve as a guide for healthy modeling careers. It seems

as if so many models starve themselves and do harmful things to get the perfect body. She starts

out with telling the reader a little bit about her childhood and where she grew up. The rest of the

book details her career and how she got her start in addition to many tips for girls who aspire to be a

model. The tips are very practical and appear to be good advice for girls to follow. This book would

help a young girl who is considering going into a career of modeling, but should also be taken with a

grain of salt. I received this product for free in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.

The main idea of this book is to talk about modeling with tips and tools of the trade. The book gives

some tips and goes on and talks about certain aspects like learning a different language and eating

properly, things that anyone who wants to be model should know. Most people could enjoy this

book, it's written in an easy to understand manner, and nothing's too crazy or taboo, sure there may

be a bit more pictures than would hope, but it is a book about modeling photos are important. I've



learned a lot of things from this book, and feel learning how to be a super model is important even

for people who don't want to model because it's one of those things that people always wonder how

being a model really is, and this book gives a bit of an idea about that. For the most part it's very

informal but it's also a great form of entertainment (it can be both by the way).*I received the item

mentioned above in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion*

Remarkable book - not only does it give a rational & practical game plan for a young person hoping

to become a model, but the basic principles could be used for many career dreams - study

successful people in the field, practice what made them leaders, and then try on your own, always

continuously learning by observation and adjusting your skills - and be nice and reach out to the

people you work with & for to find out what they want and how fashion and trends are changing --

learn, be prepared, and cooperate. I personally am going to revise some of my activities in light of

the solid advice and values Anthonio presents in this book. I received this product in exchange for

an honest review and would highly recommend this for anyone who would like to improve chances

of success no matter what you do! If my review helped you answer any questions, or allowed you to

figure out if you should purchase or not, please indicate that my review was helpful :)

Keep in mind she is a model, not an author. Most paragraphs are one giant run on sentence.

English is not her first language and it reads a little difficult in some places but you get the gist of her

idea.First two chapters are back story on the author. Maybe 25% of the book is single page

photographs of I can only assume is the author. She has a chapter with her 30 secret tips. Not sure

who most of these are a secret from because seem common sense but the book is geared towards

children. There are chapters on healthy living, finances, traveling and learning other languages.I

would not really consider this book to truly teach some one to be a supermodel. Instead it's more

here are some loose ideas on what you need to develop now go research these things and learn to

do them. It's a stepping stone.I received this product for free or at a discount in return for an honest

review.
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